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Abstract  

Forecasting stock returns and their risk represents one of the most important concerns of 

market decision makers. Although many studies have examined single classifiers of stock 

returns and risk methods, fusion methods, which have only recently emerged, require further 

study in this area. The main aim of this paper is to propose a fusion model based on the use of 

multiple diverse base classifiers that operate on a common input and a Meta classifier that 

learns from base classifiers’ outputs to obtain more precise stock return and risk predictions. 

A set of diversity methods, including Bagging, Boosting and AdaBoost, is applied to create 

diversity in classifier combinations. Moreover, the number and procedure for selecting base 

classifiers for fusion schemes is determined using a methodology based on dataset clustering 

and candidate classifiers’ accuracy. The results demonstrate that Bagging exhibited superior 

performance within the fusion scheme and could achieve a maximum of 83.6% accuracy with 

Decision Tree, LAD Tree and Rep Tree for return prediction and 88.2% accuracy with BF 

Tree, DTNB and LAD Tree in risk prediction. For feature selection part, a wrapper-GA 

algorithm is developed and compared with the fusion model. This paper seeks to help 

researcher select the best individual classifiers and fuse the proper scheme in stock market 

prediction. To illustrate the approach, we apply it to Tehran Stock Exchange (TSE) data for 

the period from 2002 to 2012. 
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1. Introduction 

The future status of companies offering stocks is of great importance to stock market 

practitioners. According to the efficient market theory, it is impossible to predict prices based 

on historical stock data. This theory also states that the prediction of the classical criteria of 

risk and return cannot bring advantages to shareholders. There is abundant evidence in the 

literature, however, that argues against the efficient nature of the market [1]. A precise 

prediction of companies’ future financial status provides investors with the security to make a 

confident and profitable investment.  

To achieve an accurate stock market prediction, the identification of the effective features 

is crucial. In other words, the representative features of the factors play a key role in 

prediction efficiency. Technical and fundamental analyses are two essential tools in financial 

market evaluation. Fundamental analysis can be used to evaluate a firm’s performance and 

financial status over a period of time by carefully analysing the institute’s financial statement 

[2]. Technical analysis (TA), conversely, evaluates securities by means of statistics such as 

past price and volume that are generated by market activities [3]. The major criticism of TA 

is that it only considers the price movement and ignores the fundamental factors related to the 

company. Moreover, TA takes a comparatively short-term approach to analysing the market.   

Fundamental analysis seeks to find the essential features of stock and market movements. 

In fact, the logic behind fundamental analysis is that if a company has a proper fundamental 

strength, then long term stock investment in the company will be more secure and stable. 

Thus, the stocks of these fundamentally strong companies, which are making money, gaining 

profit and growing their businesses, represent an opportunity for a successful investment. For 

this reason, in this paper, fundamental analysis is applied in order to determine the 

fundamental features that decide which company is a good bet for a secure investment.  

Stock return forecasting is a fascinating endeavour with a long history. From the 

standpoint of finance practitioners, asset allocation requires real-time forecasts of stock 

returns and an improved stock return forecast holds the promise of enhancing the investment 

performance [4]. Many studies address the prediction of stock market returns (see, e.g., [5-

7]). For an efficient investment, the return consideration is not sufficient. In fact, the risk and 

return must be considered simultaneously to create an accurate portfolio evaluation [8]. In 

this paper, the prediction of stock return and risk are implied concurrently based on 
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fundamental features in order to build a more comprehensive model for stock market 

analysis. 

Although the statistical approaches such as logistic regression and regression analysis are 

widely applied to forecast the return and risk of stocks, the results of machine learning 

approaches are generally superior in comparison to statistical methods [9-11]. The multiple 

classifier ensemble system (MCS), one type of machine learning technique, has recently 

become the focus of a new methodology for obtaining higher accuracy in predictions. The 

rationale is that the optimization of a combination of relatively simpler predictors appears 

more convenient than optimizing the design of a single complex predictor [12, 13]. In fact, 

three fundamental issues are effective for establishing a successful MCS model: accuracy of 

individual classifiers, diversity among classifiers, and the choice of the fusion methods that 

will be used. The aim of this combination scheme is to gain increased precision with proper 

single classifiers and eliminate the uncorrelated individual classifier errors, which are the 

errors made by individual classifiers on various parts of input space [14].  

In fusion methods, multiple dissimilar predictors are used and combined by a fusion 

algorithm that combines the outputs of the individual predictors. Fusion methods in MCS are 

generally categorized as linear, non-linear, statistical, and machine learning combination 

methods. Linear methods are known as the simplest fusion methods. For instance, the sum 

and average of the individual classifiers’ outputs are examples of linear fusion methods [15]. 

Non-linear methods include rank-based combiners such as Borda Count and majority voting 

strategies [15, 16]. In statistics-based fusion methods, statistical techniques such as regression 

or Bayesian combination methods are used to combine the outputs of individual classifiers 

[17]. Finally, different machine learning methods such as decision trees (DT) and support 

vector machines (SVM) can be used to fuse the base learner. 

The second fundamental issue, diversity, refers to the differences existing among decisions 

made by various classifiers. In classifier combination design, it is believed that the success of 

combinations not only depends on the individual classifiers’ suitability but also on diversity 

being inherent among them. In fact, classifiers that are strong in different areas are supposed 

to be diverse. The entire point of fusing multiple classifiers is to balance the weaknesses of 

the individual classifiers. This balancing requires classifiers that make errors in different 

areas of the decision space. Diversity creation methods are generally categorized as explicit 

and implicit methods [12]. Explicit methods generally seek to optimize certain metrics during 

the diversity creation. Boosting and AdaBoost [18] are examples of explicit diversity 
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methods that directly manipulate the training data distributions in order to make some sort of 

diversity in the combination procedure. Implicit methods, unlike explicit methods, pay no 

special attention to diversity metrics. Bagging, as an implicit method, randomly samples from 

training data in order to train each individual classifier and these samples will be reused to 

produce diverse combination members [19].   

In the present paper, in which we aim to improve the accuracy of the risk and return 

prediction of stocks, we propose a fusion model framework that relies on the combination of 

multiple dissimilar and diverse classifiers operating on a common input. In the first phase, 

cross-validation is applied on the dataset and a specific (but optimum) number of different 

classifiers sets is learned from the dataset (creating a pool of classifiers). A classifier 

selection procedure is proposed in which the dataset is first clustered by the k-means method, 

after which the optimum number of clusters is chosen by Streamlined Silhouette Criterion 

Average (SSCA). The performance of the classifiers on the dataset is then evaluated and the 

best combinations are selected for the fusion phase. Finally, in the fusion phase, Bagging, 

Boosting and AdaBoost are applied to the classifiers of the selected combinations of the 

previous phase and one fusion algorithm as a Meta-classifier learns from their predictions to 

provide the final prediction of the initial input data.    

The contribution of the paper is summarized as follows: 

 Designing a fusion model for returns and risk prediction of stocks in financial market. 

 Applying various diversity methods in order to achieve more precise predictions. 

 Considering the simultaneous risk and return prediction of stocks. 

 Developing a base classifier selection procedure from candidate procedures by dataset 

clustering and considering the accuracy of combined classifiers. 

 Developing a wrapper-GA scheme for feature selection and prediction and comparing 

it with the fusion method. 

This paper is divided into six sections and organized as follows: The backgrounds of multi-

classifier systems and combination models, as well as diversity creation and fusion methods, 

are discussed in section 2. In Section 3, the proposed multi classifier ensemble system (MCS) 

is generally discussed. Next, in section 4, the experimental results are provided, and the 

discussion of real return and risk prediction with the proposed fusion model is presented in 

section 5. Moreover, in this section, a new selection scheme is also developed for feature 
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selection part and compared with the hybrid method. Finally, this study’s conclusions and 

future research directions are presented in section 6. 

2. Literature Review 

2.1. Stock prediction with classifier ensembles 

The best way to design of MCS to achieve higher accuracy has become an important 

research topic in the field of pattern recognition, as stated in a number of related review 

articles [20-22]. The main idea behind using ensembles is that the combination of classifiers 

can improve the performance of a pattern recognition system in terms of better generalization 

with increased efficiency and clearer design [23]. Wolpert [24] believes that every classifier 

has its own specific competencies over other competing algorithms, and MCS tries to take 

advantage of each of the available trained classifiers based on their competencies for different 

parts of the feature space.  

Dasarathy and Sheela [25] proposed combining a linear classifier and a k-nearest 

neighbour classifier in which the conflicting feature space regions were first identified by 

classifiers, after which one classifier works on the features of the conflicting region and the 

other works on the remaining features. This can be considered as the first study suggesting a 

classifier selection concept for MCS design. In 1981, Rastrigin and Erenstein [26] further 

developed the idea by partitioning the feature space into several regions and assigning the 

individual classifiers with the best accuracy over each region. A survey of multiple classifier 

systems as hybrid systems can be found in [27]. 

In the stock exchange and financial research area, different machine learning methods 

such as artificial neural networks (ANN), decision trees (DT) and support vector machines 

(SVM) are widely applied to establish efficient ensemble systems. Neural network ensemble 

systems are found to be effective in achieving superior accuracy for stock price forecasting 

[5, 28, 29]. In addition to neural networks, algorithms based on decision trees use a greedy 

search approach and tend to choose a search direction by means of a heuristic attribute 

evaluation function [30]. This approach, however, does not guarantee finding an optimal 

solution. Thus, a combined algorithm starting from different initial points in the search space 

can improve the DT’s performance in finding an optimal model. Qian and Rasheed [31] 

combined several machine learning classifiers, including artificial neural networks, decision 

trees and k-nearest neighbour, to design a hybrid model for stock market prediction. The 

results show that accuracy of up to 65% is achieved. Tsai, Hsu and Yen [14] combined three 
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classifiers, including multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neural networks, SVM and DT based on a 

combination of the bagging and boosting methods. Their results showed that DT ensembles 

utilizing boosting techniques have the best performance, and this superiority is demonstrated 

by further studies on a Taiwan bankruptcy dataset. 

2.2. Fusion in ensembles scheme 

Fusion methods refer to the approaches used to obtain classifier ensembles. The 

motivation behind such methods is to combine predictions so that misclassification is less 

likely to occur. In other words, a proper fusion method is the one that can exploit the strength 

of individual classifiers and optimally combine their outputs to provide the final decision of 

the system [27]. Among early studies regarding fusion techniques for MCS, the majority 

voting schemes application is widely known [32].  

    In another category, aggregation methods such as supremum, average, mean or median 

value perform simple fusion operators and lack any learning procedures [33-35]. The most 

essential advantage of these methods is that they balance the over-fitting of the individual 

classifiers. Tumer and Ghosh [36] used a large number of unbiased and independent 

classifiers and reported the average of the outputs as the final results. These researchers 

claimed that their method returned the same results as applying the optimal Bayes classifier. 

Ho, Hull and Srihari [37] used different methods based on decision ranks, such as Borda 

counts, for the combination function in order to achieve a useful representation for each 

classifier’s decision. A Borda count is categorized as a support function in a fusion system 

that assigns a score for the decisions taken from each individual classifier.  

Machine learning fusion methods are another group of fusers that use the accuracy of 

individual classifiers as training data and then apply a learner algorithm, e.g., DT, K-NN,…, 

as a high level classifier (meta classifier) that learns from the accuracy of individual 

classifiers to obtain higher accuracy [38].  

2.3. Diversity and accuracy creation 

   System diversity is highlighted as a crucial important aspect in MCS design [39-41]. The 

main purpose of designing MCS is to integrate a set of mutually complementary individual 

classifiers in order to achieve outputs with higher accuracy and diversity and less correlation. 

Diversity can generally be achieved by inducing variations in classifier parameters (e.g., 

weights and topology of a neural network as initial parameters) [42], classifiers’ training 
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datasets (e.g., using the learning strategies, such as Bagging and Boosting) [43], and classifier 

types (e.g., using different types of classifiers as ensemble members).  

Variation in classifiers’ training dataset (data partitioning) is important for several reasons, 

such as data privacy or learning procedure requirements over distributed data partitions in 

different databases. In this category, cross-validation is a well-known approach that 

minimizes overlap among dataset partitions [44]. Bagging [19] and Boosting [45, 46] are 

both known as the most popular techniques in diversity creation and originate in 

bootstrapping. In this paper, diversity is achieved by making variations in the training dataset 

by means of the abovementioned techniques (e.g., cross-validation and Bagging, Boosting) 

and using different classifier types (e.g., neural network, decision trees, and SVM) as 

ensemble members.  

3. Proposed Multi-Classifier Ensemble System (MCS) 

The MCS is generally composed of three main phases: (1) generation, (2) selection, and (3) 

integration (see [47]). The generation phase focuses on creating a pool of base classifiers 

composed of the most appropriate candidates for the subsequent classifier selection and 

integration steps. In the second phase, the best classifiers from the pool are selected for 

building the MCS, and finally, in the integration phase, the predictions of the selected 

classifiers are combined in order to make a final decision. 

In the generation phase, the aim is to create as many diverse classifiers as possible. Thus, 

several diversity methods are applied to build a pool of diverse base classifiers. In the second 

and third phases, a meta-learning approach is proposed [48]. In other words, the selection of 

the most competent classifiers and final classifications are considered as another 

classification problem, termed the meta-problem. For a given instance, the base classifiers’ 

outputs and the real class of the sample are passed down to a Meta classifier as its input data, 

and then the Meta classifier estimates the final class of the given sample.  

In the following, three phases of the proposed MCS framework, including the generation of 

the base classifiers (pool of classifiers), selection of competent classifiers and final fusion 

phase are widely discussed. 

3.1. Phase one: Base classifier generation 

The main aim of MCS design is to effectively select competent classifiers and combine 

their predictions. In order to ease and increase the accuracy of the selection procedure, it is 

preferable to build an initial set of potentially competent base classifiers (pool of classifiers) 
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first and then decide whether each candidate is sufficiently qualified to classify an input 

instance. A key factor here is to combine the prediction results of those classifiers in which 

the decision boundaries are widely different. To achieve this, the creation of diversity among 

classifiers is proposed. A diversification strategy aims to train the classifiers on different 

(disjoint) input subspaces in order to create a set of different but complementary classifiers. 

Several diversification approaches that are mainly used for generating diverse classifiers are 

discussed by [49]. Using unstable classifiers such as decision trees (DT) and neural networks 

(NN), applying different sets of classifiers including NN, DT, SVM, etc., and utilizing 

various datasets for training the base classifiers are the diversification methods used in this 

paper. To create variations in classifiers’ training dataset, four methods are applied: Cross-

validation, Bagging, Boosting and AdaBoost, each of which is discussed in detail below. 

3.1.1. Cross validation 

In order to generate variations in the training dataset, data partitioning approaches are used 

to create various partitions for classifier training. A common methodology in this category is 

cross-validation, which evaluates the robustness of the predictor and minimizes the 

overlapping of dataset partition. We utilize a 10-fold cross-validation model, which is proven 

to be sufficient in the predictor’s performance evaluation [50]. In this model, the training 

dataset is divided equally into 10 subsets. The training procedure is repeated 10 times, and 

each time, nine out of 10 of the subsets are selected for classifier training while the tenth 

subset is used as the test set. When the procedure is complete, the best result will be selected.  

3.1.2. Bagging 

Bootstrap aggregation, simply known as Bagging, is an ensemble-based algorithm and one 

of the most intuitive and simple to implement methods with extremely good performance. In 

the Bagging approach, the classifier is trained on different training datasets that are generated 

by bootstrap method [19]. The Bootstrap method builds k training datasets by randomly re-

sampling the original given dataset with replacement. Thus, there are k independent training 

datasets for the classifier training procedure. When classifier training is complete, the final 

results should be aggregated via an appropriate method, such as majority voting. Pseudo code 

for the Bagging method is given as follows: 
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Algorithm: Bagging    

Input:     

 Training data S with correct labels 1{ ,..., }i C    representing C classes  

 Weak learning algorithm WeakLearn  

 Integer T specifying number of iterations  

 Percent (of fraction) F to create bootstrapped training data  

Do: t =1,…,T 

 1. Take a bootstrapped replica St by randomly drawing percent of S. 

 2. Call WeakLearn with St and receive the hypothesis (classifier) ht. 

 3. Add ht to the ensemble, E.  

End   

Test: Simple Majority Voting - Given unlabeled instance x 

 1. Evaluate the ensemble on x. 

 
2. Let 𝜐𝑡,𝑗 = {

1,
0,

 
if ht picks class ωj 

be the vote given to class by classifier. 
 otherwise 

 3. Obtain total vote received by each class 𝑉𝑗 = ∑ 𝜐𝑡,𝑗
𝑇
𝑡=1  ,    𝑗 = 1, … , 𝐶 

 4. Choose the class that receives the highest total vote as the final classification. 

  

3.1.3. Boosting 

In Boosting method, it is believed that finding many prediction rules can be much easier 

than building one rule with a high level of accuracy. In boosting, unlike bagging, each 

individual classifier is trained on different k training sets in a sequential and not a parallel and 

independent way. The algorithm creates an ensemble of classifiers through data resampling in 

order to provide the most informative training data for each consecutive classifier. Boosting 

creates three weak classifiers: the first classifier, C1, is trained by a random sample of the 

training data. For the second classifier, C2, the training set is selected as the most informative 

subset. In other words, half of the training data for C2 is correctly classified by C1 and the 

other half is misclassified by C1. Finally, the third classifier C3 is trained on samples that are 

misclassified by both C1 and C2. In fact, in each iteration, the classifier creates a new set of 
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prediction rules and assigns new weights to data so that the classifier will pay more attention 

to misclassified tuples in subsequent iterations. Finally, after many repetitions, the boosting 

algorithm combines these rules into one single prediction rule that is expected to be much 

more accurate than any of the single rules.  

Ultimately, boosting places heavier weights on the samples that are most often 

misclassified in every round. In other words, it forces the base learner (i.e., the individual 

classifier) to focus on the hardest samples that were mostly misclassified by the preceding 

rules. In order to combine the achieved prediction rules, using a (weighted) majority voting 

approach is suggested as an efficient method [46]. The pseudo code for the Boosting 

algorithm is given as follows: 

Algorithm: Boosting    

Input:      

 Training data S of the size N with correct labels 1{ ,..., }i C    ; 

 Weak learning algorithm WeakLearn.   

Training    

 1. Select N1 < N patterns without replacement from S to create data subset S1. 

 2. Call WeakLearn and train with S1 to create classifier C1.  

 3. Create dataset as the most informative dataset S2, given C1, such that half of S2 is correctly 

classified by C2, and the other half is misclassified. To do so: 

 a. Flip a fair coin. If Heads, select samples from S, and present them to C1 until the first instance 

is misclassified. Add this instance to S2. 

 b. If Tails, select samples from S and present them to C1 until the first one is correctly classified. 

Add this instance to S2.  

 c. Continue flipping coins until no more patterns can be added to S2.  

 4. Train the second classifier C2 with S2.   

 5. Create S3 by selecting those instances for which C1 and C2 disagree. Train the third classifier C3 

with S3. 

Test – Given a test instance x    

 1. Classify x by C1 and C2. If they agree on the class, this class is the final classification. 

 2. If they disagree, choose the class predicted by C3 as the final classification 
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3.1.4. AdaBoost 

In AdaBoost [51], the most popular boosting algorithm, a series of models are combined; in 

each model, the dataset is re-sampled and weighted based on their difficulty to be learned and 

classified [52]. AdaBoost takes the training set sn = {(x1,y1), …, (xm,ym)} as input data and 

calls the base learning algorithm repeatedly for a series of iterations t = 1, …, T. The 

1 2{ , , ..., }n

t t t tw w w w  represents the weight distribution over samples in iteration t and is 

equally distributed in the first iteration. In each iteration t, AdaBoost maintains the weights 

on the training sample i denoted as 
i

tw so that the weights of misclassified samples will 

increase and the learner algorithm will pay more attention to these difficult samples in the 

training set in subsequent iterations. Based on the given wt in each round t, the base learning 

algorithm finds the most appropriate classifier ht and assigns an importance measure αt to it, 

set as: 

11
ln ( )

2

t
t

t

e

e



    (1) 

where et represents the mean squared error (MSE) for ht. The final classifier H will be built by 

a weighted majority vote of the T base classifiers in which the parameter αt is assigned as the 

weight of classifier ht. The pseudo code of the presented AdaBoost is given as follows [13]:  

Algorithm: AdaBoost 

Input: Initial training set composed of n samples, denoted as sn = {(x1,y1), …, (xm,ym)} 

Initialize: 1 1/iw n , i.e., 
1 2

1 1 1 1{ , ,..., } {1/ ,1/ ,...,1/ }nw w w w n n n    

 For t = 1,2, …, T 

 Take Rt samples randomly from sn  

 Determine the weight distribution wt 

 Build a classifier ht using Rt as the training set 

 
Compute: et = MSE for ht and 11

ln( )
2

t
t

t

e

e



  

 Update the distribution weight set: 
1 ( *exp( ))i i

t t tw normalize w      

Output: The combined classifier: 
1

T

t tt
H h
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3.2. Phase two: Classifier selection 

In addition to diversity, the accuracy of the base classifiers is another critical factor in base 

classifier selection [53, 54] and can guarantee the effectiveness of the MCS. 

The proposed selection phase seeks to discover sets of classifiers (fusion set) that improve the 

classification accuracy in integration. In order to specify the optimum number of classifiers in 

fusion sets, it is suggested to determine the optimum number of clusters of the dataset first 

and then find the sets of classifiers with the same number. To achieve this, the k-means 

clustering algorithm is first applied on the dataset for different values of k, after which the 

best value is chosen.   

The k-means algorithm is one of the simplest unsupervised learning methodologies, using a 

simple method to classify a given dataset into a certain number of clusters (k clusters). The 

aim is to determine k centroids that should be cunningly placed as different locations 

resulting in different outputs. Thus, it is better to place these centroids as far as possible from 

each other. Next, each point of the dataset should be associated with the nearest centroid. 

When no point is left, early grouping is complete. At this point, k new centroids must be 

recalculated for the centres of clusters built in previous step. A new binding must be carried 

out on the dataset points toward the new k centroids. This loop continues until no more 

changes occur in centroids’ locations and they do not move any further. For a given set of 

observations (x1, x2, …, xn), where each observation is a d-dimensional real vector, the best 

condition in k-means clustering is to partition the n observations into k (≤n) sets S={S1, S2, 

…, Sk} in which the within-cluster sum of squares is minimized:  

2

1

arg min
i

k

i
S i x S

x 
 


,         (2) 

where μi is the mean of points in Si. 

The k-means algorithm is then performed for different values of k. In order to specify the 

optimum number of clusters (k), the streamlined silhouette criterion average (SSCA) is 

calculated [55]. SSCA evaluates the closeness of each object of a cluster to the objects of 

nearby clusters. For the ith observation of the kth cluster, the Silhouette index is defined as 

follows: 
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, ,

,

, ,( , )

i k i k

i k

i k i k

b a
s

Max b a


  (3) 

where bi, k is the minimum average distance between observation i and all other observations 

to the nearest neighbouring clusters except the kth cluster, and ai, k represents the average 

distance between observation i and the remaining (nk-1) observations of the kth cluster. The 

most effective clustering is the one that results in maximum SSCA, computed as: 

𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐴 =
1

𝑘
∑

1

𝑛𝑗
∑ 𝑠𝑖,𝑗

𝑛𝑗

𝑖=1
𝑘
𝑗=2 .         (4) 

The optimum number of clusters (k) resulting from SSCA calculations determines the number 

of base classifiers in ensemble that create the widest decision boundaries. The proposed 

classifier selection process is illustrated in Fig. 1. The cross-validation is first performed on 

training data for diversity creation among base classifiers. In order to increase the base 

classifiers’ accuracy, the heuristic Meta cost method is applied. This method intensifies the 

error of prediction by multiplying it by an integer number. In other words, if the classifier 

predicts class A for an input data but the real class is two steps above or below the predicted 

class, Meta cost penalizes the error by doubling it. Similarly, if the real class is three steps 

away from the predicted one, the error will be multiplied by three. Table 1 illustrates the error 

penalty scores of the Meta cost method. 

Based on the optimum value of k achieved by SSCA, all possible sets of k classifiers are 

formed and their outputs, including the real class of the samples, are passed down as inputs to 

the meta-classifier. For each set of classifiers, the accuracy index is calculated. If it is higher 

than 75%, the related set is selected; otherwise, it will be removed from the set of classifiers. 

The accuracy of the meta-classifier is defined as the percentage of the correctly predicted sets 

of tuples on the given dataset. For a five-class prediction problem, the accuracy can be 

measured by means of a confusion matrix, as shown in Table 2 with the associated formula: 

1 2 3 4 5

5

1

i i i i i

i

a b c d e
Accuracy

a b c d e


   


   
. 

(5) 

**Insert Table 1 Here: Meta cost penalty score matrix ** 

**Insert Table 2 Here: Confusion matrix for a five-class prediction problem** 
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The proposed method considers the accuracy and diversity of the candidate classifiers 

simultaneously and results in a set of competent classifiers for the subsequent integration 

stage. The entire selection phase is formalized in Algorithm 1 as follows: 

Algorithm 1. Classifier selection phase   

Input:     

Pool of classifiers, denoted as P= {c1,c2,…,cM}; 

Training dataset, denoted as Train_data;  

Optimum number of clusters achieved by k-means and SSCA, denoted as k (k ≤ M). 

Output: Set of selected base classifiers denoted as Bc.   

Algorithm.  

1: Bc = Ø  

2: Perform 10-fold cross-validation on Train_data. 

3: for all 𝒄𝒊 ∈ 𝑷 do 

4: Train ci by Train_data. 

5: Perform Meta cost algorithm. 

6: end for 

7: for j = 1:𝑪𝒌
𝑴 

8: Form Setj with k members taken from P without replacement. 

9: 
Achieve the outputs of classifiers in Setj and the real class of sample data, and pass them down to the 

Meta-classifier. 

10: if Average Accuracy ˃ 75% 

11:     Bc = Bc ∪ Setj 

12: end if 

13: end for 

14: Return Bc 

 

 

**Insert Figure 1 Here: Selection phase process ** 
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3.3. Phase three: Fusion 

In the generation phase, different diversity algorithms were introduced for the initial 

generation and training of classifiers. The cross-validation is used in the selection phase and 

the remaining algorithms, including Bagging, Boosting and AdaBoost, will be used for this 

final fusion phase. Because different machine learning algorithms have dissimilar errors, the 

fusion of multiple different classifiers is expected to decrease the overall error rate.  

3.3.1. Fusion scheme: training and operation 

Apart from the initial diversifications, the fusion scheme is similar to the previous selection 

phase. In order to train the fusion scheme, the three above mentioned diversity algorithms are 

first used to train the classifiers of every selected set in Bc. Then, for a given sample dataset, 

the classification results, including the real class, are passed down as inputs to the meta 

classifier. Based on the achievements of base classifiers and the real response, the meta 

classifier will return the final classification of the given sample data. 

Suppose we have a set of k stock classifiers, Ck, with 1 k K  . The feature vector, Xi, for 

the ith instance (1 i I  ) that is used for training all Ck of set j (1 j J  ) is defined as: 

1 2[ , ,..., ,..., ]i p PX     , i = 1, 2, …, I (6) 

where αp is the pth feature (1 p P  ) of the feature vector Xi.  

When all the Ck are trained, they are fed with the test data and the outcomes are the set of 

individual classifiers’ predictions for ith instance, 
k

iy , which are defined as: 

( )
k

k

i C iy f X  i = 1, 2, …, I (7) 

The vector Yi, is formed by individual predictions, 
k

iy , with the real label of the ith instance, 

Ri, being used to train the upper level meta classifier.  

{ }k T

i iY y  i = 1, 2, …, I (8) 

Once the meta classifier is trained, the fusion scheme is prepared for further operations.  

For each set j of Bc, the feature vector of the ith instance of test data, Xi, is given to the k 

individual classifiers, Ck, as input data. The outputs, 
k

iy , form the prediction vector, Yi, and 

together with real label, Ri,  are used as input data for the meta classifier. The final decision 

for ith instance is made as given by: 
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( , )i i iD g Y R  i = 1, 2, …, I (9) 

for some real values of Di. Fig. 2 shows the generalized flowchart of the fusion phase. 

 

**Insert Figure 2 Here: Generalized flowchart of proposed Fusion phase ** 

4. Experimental Results 

4.1. Datasets 

In this paper, the dataset comprises data from the Tehran Stock Exchange (TSE) from 2002 to 

2012 for a total of 1963 records for 400 companies. 

According to the literature, negative and positive returns and return trends are widely used for 

predicting returns [5, 56, 57]. In order to enhance accuracy, however, and based on a group of 

experts’ opinions, a set of intervals are introduced in this paper for real return and risk 

prediction. Therefore, more information will be given to the investors for selecting the best 

optimal portfolio.  For real returns, 5 intervals are specified: very high with a range higher 

than 9.3, high with a range of 4 to 9.3, average with a range of 1.14 to 4, low with a range of -

1.3 to 1.14 and very low with a range lower than -1.3. Similarly, 3 intervals are specified for 

risk: high with a range higher than 15.5, average with a range of 6.3 to 15.5 and low with a 

range lower than 6.3. Fig. 3 illustrates the entire proposed process of stock return and risk 

prediction. 

 

**Insert Figure 3 Here: The proposed process of stock return and risk prediction ** 

 

4.1.1. Data pre-processing 

In order to find the outlier data in the dataset, the distance-based approach was first used to 

analyse the remote records. The results show certain very large governmental companies as 

outlier data. The density approach was also used and 12 records were identified as outlier 

points,  7 of which were large companies that remained in dataset. The remaining 5 records 

were deleted, mostly because they were not sufficiently accurate for the process. By using the 

clustering approach, 6 points were identified as outliers because they did not belong to any of 

the clusters. The input feature of the companies was analysed and no suspected case was 

detected; therefore all the companies remained in the dataset. Finally, a number of techniques 

based on deviation were used that found 5 outlier records, all of which were removed. 
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Moreover, because of a lack of information, 12 records out of 1963 were identified as 

missing data and therefore omitted from the dataset. 

4.2. Feature selection 

In order to accurately predict the risk and return variables, the most effective features of these 

variables must be identified first. In fact, the selection of representative features plays a key 

role in an efficient stock prediction design. Referring to [11] and based on the fundamental 

approach,  features that have the potential to be effective in risk and return predictions are 

first gathered from the company’s financial ratios, stock pricing models and profit and loss 

reports. Then, a comprehensive procedure is used to sort out the most effective ones as the 

best representative features for risk and return classification. The procedure is based on a 

hybrid algorithm of filter and function-based clustering and selects 15 features for return 

prediction as well as 8 features for risk prediction from a group of 45 different financial 

features. In our proposed model, the same features shown in Table 3 are used in all 

classifications. The full list of all determined features is provided in Appendix A. 

**Insert Table 3 Here: Selected features for risk and return factors ** 

 

4.2.1. Response variables 

In our proposed model, the most important response variables are considered as real return 

and risk, as follows: 

1 2(1 )(1 )...(1 )
100 100 100

nn
r r r

R      (10) 

 

where r1, r2,…,rn represent the real return of 1,…,nth periods. 

The standard deviation of the stock return is assumed to be the risk response variable, as 

follows: 

2

1

1
( ( ) )
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n

i

i

r E r
n




 

  (11) 

4.3. Individual classifiers 

In stock prediction, the complexity of the data necessitates applying models that are 

capable of defining such intricacy. Different methods, including statistical methods and 

neural networks, are studied and it is found that the results gained by machine learning and 
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data mining algorithms are much more prominent [56]. In this research, Decision Trees (DT), 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), rule based algorithms and Support Vector Machines 

(SVM) are used as the individual classifiers. 

Decision trees and rule based algorithms are known to be powerful prediction algorithms 

with outstanding performance in stock return prediction [58]. Rule-based classifiers use a set 

of IF-THEN rules for classification, which is especially useful when there are specific 

relationships among input variables. A decision tree is composed of decision rules that 

separate the independent variables into homogeneous areas and build rules that can be used 

for the output prediction of a set of input variables. In fact, the rules obtained from this group 

of classifiers are of importance to investors seeking to make their best portfolio. In this study, 

the LAD tree, Cart decision tree, Rep tree, BF tree and certain other popular, rule-based 

algorithms such as decision tree naive Bayes (DTNB) rule, J RIP rule, RIDOR rule and Part 

Rule are used.  

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are a group of analytical techniques capable of 

approximating extremely sophisticated non-linear functions. The multi-layer perceptron 

(MLP) is a popular neural network architecture that is a strong function estimator for 

prediction or classification problems. The MLP is able to learn complex non-linear functions 

to an arbitrary level of accuracy. 

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are the third group of classifiers used in this research. 

SVMs are categorized as generalized linear models that achieve the classification/regression 

decision by means of features linear combination. The approximated function in SVMs can 

be either a classification function, which is also used for the data categorization of this 

research, or a regression function for estimating the numerical value of input data.  

4.4. Selection of classifier sets 

In second phase, sets of classifiers with size k should be generated. In order to specify the 

optimum number of classifiers (k), the k-means algorithm is first performed with different 

values of k. Then, the SSCA is calculated for each cluster based on Euclidean distance. The 

results in Table 4 shows that if we increase the number of clusters, the maximum amount of 

SSCA will be achieved in k=3, after which its value starts to decrease. Thus, using k=3 and 

based on Algorithm 1, sets of classifiers with three members are generated that are then used 

in the final fusion phase. 

**Insert Table 4 Here: SSCA calculations on different number of clusters** 
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Tables 5 and 6 show the performance of each individual classifier for forecasting the 

return and risk of stocks on the given dataset [11]. In order to specify the meta-classifiers, the 

algorithms that provide greater prediction accuracy on the given dataset are chosen as meta-

classifiers. Investigations state that trees and rule based algorithms with a denser structure 

generally display better accuracy than larger ones. Thus, the meta-classifiers are chosen from 

such dense and accurate algorithms. 

**Insert Table 5 Here: Individual classifier comparisons for real return prediction ** 

**Insert Table 6 Here: Individual classifier comparisons for risk prediction ** 

 

The 10-fold cross-validation is performed and the average accuracy of classifier sets with 3 

members for stock return and risk predictions are given in Tables 7 and 8, respectively. These 

selected sets are specified as the best ensembles whose performance with three diversity 

methods is analysed in the fusion step. The results reveal that although some of algorithms 

did not individually display an accurate performance (e.g., SVM, Bayes, MLP), they could 

achieve an acceptable level of accuracy in an ensemble model.   

**Insert Table 7 Here: Average accuracy percentage of selected sets for stock return 

prediction (without diversity) ** 

**Insert Table 8 Here: Average accuracy percentage of selected sets for stock risk prediction 

(without diversity) ** 

 

4.5. Stock return and risk predictions with the proposed fusion scheme 

In the final phase, as illustrated in Fig. 2, three diversity algorithms (Bagging, Boosting 

and AdaBoost) are performed separately for each selected set, as shown in Tables 7 and 8, 

and the final results for risk and return predictions are reported in Tables 9 and 11, 

respectively. To make more reliable results with more baseline algorithms, Random Forest as 

well as K-Nearest Neighbours (K-NN), SVM, and Bayes algorithms’ set are also 

implemented. 

For return prediction, the highest prediction accuracy is estimated as 83.65%, which is 

achieved by the Decision Tree, LAD Tree and Rep Tree ensemble with BF Tree as its fusion 

algorithm and Bagging as its diversity method. The detailed prediction results of the superior 

ensemble are presented in Table 10. 
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**Insert Table 9 Here: Average accuracy percentage of stock return prediction with diversity 

creation ** 

**Insert Table 10 Here: Prediction results of the best ensemble for real return prediction ** 

As shown in Table 11, the highest accuracy of 88.23% in risk prediction is achieved by the 

BF Tree, DTNB and LAD Tree ensemble with Decision Table as the fusion algorithm and 

Bagging as the diversity method. The detailed prediction results of this ensemble are 

presented in Table 12.  

**Insert Table 11 Here: Average accuracy percentage of stock risk prediction with diversity 

creation ** 

**Insert Table 12 Here: Prediction results of the best ensemble for risk prediction ** 

 

Based on the results in Tables 9 and 11, Bagging generally displayed better performance 

in improving the prediction accuracy of ensembles in comparison with Boosting and 

AdaBoost; however, it could not effectively improve the prediction accuracy of ensembles 

with weak base classifiers. In order to predict the real return and risk of stocks, voting 

methods such as simple averaging and weighted averaging are also used as the meta classifier 

algorithms, which resulted in maximum accuracy of 80% for real return prediction, although 

performance was poor for risk prediction. 

5. Discussion 

A comparison of the findings presented in Tables 7 and 9 shows the significant role of 

applying Bagging as a diversity method on accuracy improvement in real return prediction. 

Bagging enhanced the accuracy of almost all ensembles except the ensemble of BF Tree, 

Bayes and SVM with LAD Tree fusion algorithm. The reason may be the weakness of Bayes 

and SVM algorithms (in our dataset) used as base classifiers, whose performance could not 

be improved even with Bagging.  

Moreover, based on findings shown in Tables 5 and 9, the performance of almost all stock 

classifiers has greatly improved in fusion system with the exception of the LAD Tree and 

Decision Tree, which provided higher accuracy only in concert with the Bagging diversity 

algorithm.  

The results achievements show that the fusion of the strongest individual classifiers has 

led to more accurate prediction, but this is not necessarily always true. For instance, the 

accuracy of MLP is 69%, but in fusion with Part Rule and J48 Graph algorithms, the 

accuracy improved to 78.74%. One reason for this may be that the weakness of some 
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algorithms can be covered by other classifiers used in fusion system. In other words, the 

algorithms can demonstrate complementary behaviour when they are combined in this way. 

Among several classification algorithms used in this paper, the SVM and Bayes 

algorithms demonstrated different behaviour. Although their individual accuracies in both 

real return and risk prediction were improved by the fusion system, the findings revealed that 

the fusion system without diversity resulted in better accuracy. The high sensitivity of SVM 

to the missed data individually resulted in a low accuracy of 60% for real return prediction, 

but the ensemble with the Bayes and BF Tree algorithms diversified by Bagging led to an 

accuracy of 70.66%; without diversity creation, an accuracy of 78.04% was achieved.  

Similar to real returns, the achievements on risk prediction also revealed that the fusion 

system with diversity successfully improved the performance of individual classifiers in all 

combinations except for the SVM and Bayes algorithms, whose performance was not 

improved by diversity creation. The superiority of Bagging in improving accuracy in 

comparison with the other two diversity algorithms shows its high consistency with the 

proposed prediction procedure. 

Because of the low accuracy, the fusion results of some sets of classifiers with Boosting 

and AdaBoost methods are not reported in Tables 9 and 11. 

As stated above, Bagging significantly outperformed the Boosting and AdaBoost methods. 

An important question to ask is why Bagging outperforms other methods and what exactly 

differentiates it from Boosting and AdaBoost. One reason for its superior performance may 

be the level of “sensitivity” displayed by each of these algorithms towards the degree of 

clearance in the dataset. The existence of missing values and outlier data is inevitable in 

problems with large datasets. Although the pre-processing functions decrease the effects of 

such deficiencies, they are not capable of completely resolving it. The findings reveal that 

Boosting and AdaBoost are more sensitive to the robustness of the dataset whereas Bagging 

is scarcely affected by such imperfections. 

Another reason for the significant outperformance of Bagging may be related to the 

instability of the prediction procedure. As [19] notes, Bagging is highly capable of improving 

the accuracy of unstable prediction procedures where a small change in training data can 

result in large changes in the predictor/classifier structure. Neural networks, classification and 

regression trees are specified as unstable methods in which Bagging works well. The 

achievements also show the superiority of Bagging to the other two algorithms in similar 

circumstances.    
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We will now shift our focus to a new selection scheme that will be compared with the hybrid 

method proposed by [11]. In this paper, a Wrapper-GA algorithm was also developed for 

feature selection part.  In this algorithm, a population is generated from candidate solutions, 

and in each iteration a new set of individuals is generated by means of mutation and 

crossover functions.  The fitness of individuals in the current population is evaluated by a 

Decision Tree algorithm and the best individuals are selected as the next generation. The 

overview of the proposed Wrapper framework is presented in Appendix B [3]. 

In this methodology, after the pre-processing stage, the GA selects a set of features and then 

tests the prediction error of the selected features using the CART decision tree algorithm. 

Ten-fold cross-validation is applied in order to generate the training and test data. GA uses a 

uniform mutation with a probability of 0.1, tournament algorithm for selecting children 

(crossover) with rate of 0.8, and a population size of 60. The Decision Table is set as the 

fitness function. Additionally, the GA was run with varying parameter values (population 

size, mutation and crossover rates, etc.) in order to enhance the accuracy. Because the 

Decision Table algorithm is sensitive to missing data, these missed values are substituted 

with the average value of that column.  

Table 13 gives the selected features with the best accuracy by Wrapper-GA for real return 

prediction.  

**Insert Table 13 Here: Selected features for real return prediction with Wrapper-GA 

algorithm ** 

 

The accuracy of real return prediction with the selected features provided in Table 13 was 

estimated as 78.86 0.94% . The findings reveal that if we use all of the specified features 

(given in Appendix A) for return prediction with the Decision Tree, the accuracy on test data 

is estimated as 76.5%.  The reason for this improvement may be the diversity created by 

several iterations of the Decision Table with various types of features. Diversity creation as a 

critical factor in enhancing the accuracy of prediction models is widely discussed in section 

2.3. Fig. 4 illustrates the GA trend diagram with the Decision Table fitness function. 

**Insert Figure 4 Here: Improvement points of GA with Decision Table fitness function for 

real return prediction ** 

 

The proposed Wrapper-GA algorithm is also applied for feature selection in risk prediction. 

Although various fitness and error functions were used in GA, surprisingly, the achievements 
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did not show improvements in prediction accuracy above 70%. Fig. 5 displays the 

improvement points of GA for risk prediction when the Decision Table and LAD Tree are 

used as GA evaluation function and error assessment of selected features, respectively. 

 

**Insert Figure 5 Here: Improvement points of GA with LAD Tree fitness function for risk 

prediction ** 

 

Table 14 provides the selected features with the best accuracy of 68.26 2.55  via Wrapper-

GA for risk prediction.  

**Insert Table 14 Here: Selected features for risk prediction with Wrapper-GA algorithm ** 

 

Although the Wrapper-GA feature selection algorithm could improve the prediction accuracy 

compared to the case in which all the features are involved, the feature selection ensemble 

model developed by [11] outperformed Wrapper-GA in accuracy enhancement. Thus, its 

related features reported in section 4.2 were used for the proposed hybrid prediction method 

of this paper.  

A comparison between our method and similar studies is shown in Table 15. Different hybrid 

methods that have excellent accuracy in return forecasting in different national stock 

exchanges were compared based on input data, base classifier, feature selection, hybrid 

prediction model and degree of accuracy, as follows: 

**Insert Table 15 Here: Comparison of the proposed fusion scheme versus other studies ** 

[5][2][59][60][61][62] 

6. Conclusions and Future Research 

In this paper, a study of fusion models based on the use of multiple diversity classifiers is 

presented for stock return and risk prediction. Bagging, Boosting and AdaBoost were applied 

as three diversity algorithms for generating a pool of classifiers. An empirical study was later 

undertaken on the Tehran Stock Exchange that compared the performance of diversity 

algorithms with different sets of classifiers in a fusion system. Bagging consistently 

outperformed the other two algorithms, regardless of the type of individual classifiers 

employed.  

Almost all of the fusion strategies provided statistically significant improvements in 

performance over the best individual classifiers. Bagging performed well with Decision Trees 

in fusion systems that are stated as being unstable prediction methods. The limitation of this 
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method is that collecting all of the fundamental data and information may be difficult for 

certain cases.  

Future research directions of the paper include but are not limited to 

1. Optimizing the parameters of classification algorithms using metaheuristics algorithms to 

improve the prediction results;  

2. Predicting other important response variables (in addition to risk and return) such as 

liquidity [8];  

3. Using technical features and textual information, in addition to fundamentals features, in 

order to use more comprehensive features and be able to predict the short term situations of 

stocks; and 

4. Customizing the proposed approach for the prediction of risk and return in a particular 

industry or investigating the accuracy of the procedure using data from other popular stock 

markets, such as the US stock market, which may result in new dimensions for this 

procedure.  
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Appendix A: The full list of features for real return and risk prediction [11] 

**Insert Table A.1 Here: The full list of features for real return and risk prediction ** 

 

Appendix B. The Wrapper framework 

**Insert Figure B.1 Here: The Wrapper framework ** 
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Figure 2. Generalized flowchart of proposed Fusion phase 
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Figure 3. The proposed process of stock return and risk 

prediction 
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Figure 4.  Improvement points of GA with Decision Table fitness function for real return prediction 

 



 

Figure 5. Improvement points of GA with LAD Tree fitness function for risk prediction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The approach of wrapper 

 

Figure B.1. The Wrapper framework 
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Table 1. Meta cost penalty score matrix. 

  Real class 

  1 2 3 4 5 

Predicted class 1 0 1 2 2 3 

 2 1 0 1 2 2 

 3 2 1 0 1 2 

 4 2 2 1 0 1 

 5 3 2 2 1 0 

 

Table 2. Confusion matrix for a five-class prediction problem. 

  Predicted class 

  Very low Low Normal High Very high 

Actual class Very low a1 b1 c1 d1 e1 

 Low a2 b2 c2 d2 e2 

 Normal a3 b3 c3 d3 e3 

 High a4 b4 c4 d4 e4 

 Very high a5 b5 c5 d5 e5 

 

 

Table 3. Selected features for risk and return factors. 

Response variable Selected features 

Risk Return, Beta coefficient, Efficiency, Market return, EPS prediction, Percent 

of growth EPS, DPS, P/E, EPS, Equity ratio, Stock book value, Debt to total 

asset ratio, Predicted profit margin, P/S, Total incomes growth. 

Return Return, Market return, Beta coefficient, Return on asset (ROA), Percent of 

growth EPS, EPS, Predicted profit margin, EPS coverage percent. 



 

 

Table 4. SSCA calculations on different number of clusters. 
 

Number of cluster 2 3 4 5 

SSCA 12.27 14.43 11.38 9.74 

 

 

 

     

Table 5. Individual classifier comparisons for real return prediction.         

Algorithm Accuracy Number of rules Tree size Number of leaves 

LAD Tree 78.00 - 31 15 

Cart Decision Tree 76.50 - 13 7 

DTNB rule 76.00 998 - - 

Decision table 75.50 56 - - 

Rep Tree 75.00 - 33 17 

BF Tree 74.50 - 9 5 

Part Rule 72.60 104 - - 

J48 Graph 71.50 - 1619 810 

Neural Net (MLP) 69.00 - - - 

Bays 60.00 - - - 

SVM 60.00 - - - 

 

 

 

 



 

     

Table 6. Individual classifier comparisons for risk prediction.   

Algorithm Accuracy Number of rules Tree size Number of leaves 

LAD Tree 78.24 - 31 20 

DTNB rule 77.41 426 - - 

Decision table 76.57 297 - - 

BF Tree 76.15 - 109 55 

Part Rule 73.64 55 - - 

Rep Tree 72.8 - 77 39 

Neural Net (MLP) 59.00 - - - 

Bays 55.65 - - - 

 

 

 

     

Table 7. Average accuracy percentage of selected sets for stock return prediction (without diversity).  

Set Number Base classifiers Fusion algorithm Accuracy  

1 Decision Tree LAD Tree BF Tree DTNB 78.69% 

2 BF Tree Bays SVM LAD Tree 78.04% 

3 Decision Tree LAD Tree Rep Tree BF Tree 77.34% 

4 Decision Table DTNB Rep Tree Decision Tree 76.23% 

5 MLP Part Rule J48 Graf BF Tree 75.84% 

 

 

 



Table 8. Average accuracy percentage of selected sets for stock risk prediction (without diversity).  

Set Number Base classifiers Fusion algorithm Accuracy  

1 Decision Tree LAD Tree DTNB Decision Table 78.94% 

2 DTNB LAD Tree BF Tree Decision Table 78.34% 

3 Part Rule Decision Tree MLP BF Tree 77.10% 

4 Decision Tree LAD Tree BF Tree DTNB 77.01% 

5 Rep Tree LAD Tree BF Tree Decision Table 76.90% 

6 Rep Tree Decision Table DTNB LAD Tree 75.43% 

7 Bays SVM Part Rule LAD Tree 75.16% 

 

Table 9. Average accuracy percentage of stock return prediction with diversity creation. 

Base classifiers Diversity Fusion algorithm Accuracy 

Decision Tree LAD Tree BF Tree Bagging DTNB 80.05% 

Decision Tree LAD Tree BF Tree Boosting DTNB 66.55% 

Decision Tree LAD Tree BF Tree AdaBoost DTNB 64.50% 

Decision Tree LAD Tree Rep Tree Bagging BF Tree 83.65% 

Decision Tree LAD Tree Rep Tree Boosting BF Tree 70.02% 

Decision Tree LAD Tree Rep Tree AdaBoost BF Tree 68.12% 

Decision Table DTNB Rep Tree Bagging Decision Tree 82.23% 

Decision Table DTNB Rep Tree Boosting Decision Tree 79.32% 

Decision Table DTNB Rep Tree AdaBoost Decision Tree 77.72% 

MLP Part Rule J48 Graph Bagging BF Tree   78.74 

BF Tree Bays SVM Bagging LAD Tree   70.66 

K-NN SVM Bayes Bagging Decision Tree 64.27% 

Random Forest - - 73.05% 

  

 

 

 

 

    



 

 

Table 10. Prediction results of the best ensemble for real return prediction. 

Accuracy: 83.65% true Very low true High true Very high true Normal true Low 
Class 

precision 

pred. Very low 14 1 0 1 3 73.16% 

pred. High 0 48 2 3 0 90.57% 

pred. Very high 1 2 19 2 1 76.00% 

pred. Normal 0 9 1 56 1 83.67% 

pred. Low 2 1 1 1 31 86.11% 

Class recall 82.00% 78.69% 82.60% 88.88% 86.11%  

 

 

Table 11. Average accuracy percentage of stock risk prediction with diversity creation. 

Base classifiers Diversity Fusion algorithm Accuracy 

BF Tree DTNB LAD Tree Bagging Decision Table 88.23% 

BF Tree DTNB LAD Tree Boosting Decision Table 78.90% 

BF Tree DTNB LAD Tree AdaBoost Decision Table 80.27% 

BF Tree Decision Tree LAD Tree Bagging DTNB 81.34% 

BF Tree Decision Tree LAD Tree Boosting DTNB 78.56% 

BF Tree Decision Tree LAD Tree AdaBoost DTNB 80.12% 

BF Tree Rep Tree LAD Tree Bagging Decision Table 82.46% 

BF Tree Rep Tree LAD Tree Boosting Decision Table 66.51% 

BF Tree Rep Tree LAD Tree AdaBoost Decision Table 70.55% 

DTNB Decision Tree LAD Tree Bagging Decision Table 79.14% 

DTNB Decision Table Rep Tree Bagging LAD Tree 76.43% 

Part Rule Bays SVM Bagging LAD Tree 68.66% 

MLP Decision Table Part Rule Bagging BF Tree 80.56% 

K-NN SVM Bayes Bagging Decision Tree 69.71% 

Random Forest - - 74.36% 
 

 

 

    

Table 12. Prediction results of the best ensemble for risk prediction. 

Accuracy: 88.23% true High true Low true Normal Class precision 

pred. High 246 3 8 95.72% 

pred. Low 14 388 32 89.40% 

pred. Normal 65 54 685 85.20% 

Class recall 75.69% 87.19% 94.48%  

 



 

 

 

Table 13. Selected features for real return prediction with Wrapper-GA algorithm. 

Average payment period current assets turnover predicted profit margin Equity ratio 

quick ratio EPS prediction profit margin growth rate β coefficient 

return on equity (ROE) Debt ratio EPS growth percentage 
percentage of net 

profit to sale 

prediction difference 

percentage of EPS with the 

real amount 

Return on asset (after tax) 

ROA 

long-term debt to equity 

ratio 
P/E 

EPS cover    

 

 

    

Table 14. Selected features for risk prediction with Wrapper-GA algorithm. 

Average payment 

period 
Equity ratio Quick ratio 

percentage of net profit 

to gross profit 

Asses the loan 

usefulness 
market return EPS prediction β coefficient 

P/E EPS cover percentage 
Total income growth 

percentage 
Book value 

Efficiency Debt coverage ratio Total asset turnover Fixed asset turnover 

current asset turnover EPS growth percentage 
long-term debt to equity 

ratio 
return on equity (ROE) 

fixed asset return 

percentage 
current ratio 

percentage of net profit to 

sale 
 

 

 



 

 

      

Table 15. Comparison of the proposed fusion scheme versus other studies    

Author /Year Stock Exchange Input Data Base Classifier 
Feature 

selection 

Hybrid 

Model 

The Best 

Accuracy% 

Tsai, Lin, Yen 
and Chen [1] 

Electronic 

Industry in 

Taiwan 

19 Financial ratios 

and 11 
Macroeconomic 

indicators 

MLP- Cart - Logistic 
Regression 

--- 
Bagging -
Voting 

66.67 

Huang [2] 

30 special 

companies in 
Taiwan 

14 Financial ratios SVR- GA --- --- 85- 76.71 

Cheng, Chen 

and Lin [3] 

Taiwan 

10 Technical 

Indexes and 8 

Macroeconomic 
indicators 

PNN- C4.5- Rough Set --- Hybrid 76 

Huang, Yang 

and Chuang 
[4]  

South-Korea and 
Taiwan 

23 Technical 
Indexes 

SVM- K-NN- Cart- 

Logistic Regression- Back 
Propagation 

Wrapper Voting 

76.06 

80.28 
 

Tsai and Hsiao 

[5] 

Taiwan 

8 Fundamental 

Index and  11 

Macroeconomic 
indicators 

--- GA-PCA-Cart 
Back 

Propagation 
79 

Tsai, Lu and 

Yen [6] 
Taiwan 

61 intangible assets 

value variable 
MLP 

PCA- Stepwise 

Regression-  

decision trees-  
association rules- 

GA 

MLP 75 

Barak and 

Modarres [7] 

Return 

Forecasting in 

TSE-Iran 

44 Financial ratios 

and Fundamental 

Index 

Cart, Rep Tree, LAD Tree, 

… 

Function based 

Clustering 
Hybrid 80.24 

Barak and 

Modarres [7] 

Risk Forecasting 

in 
TSE-Iran 

44 Financial ratios 

and Fundamental 
Index 

DTNB, BF Tree, LAD 

Tree, … 

Function based 

clustering 
Hybrid 79.01 

Current paper 

Return 

Forecasting in 

TSE-Iran 

44 Financial ratios 

and Fundamental 

Index 

Cart, Rep Tree, LAD Tree, 
… 

Wrapper-GA Hybrid 78.86 

Current paper 
Risk Forecasting 

in TSE-Iran 

44 Financial ratios 
and Fundamental 

Index 

DTNB, BF Tree, LAD 

Tree, … 
Wrapper-GA Hybrid 70 

Current paper 
Return 
Forecasting in 

TSE-Iran 

44 Financial ratios 
and Fundamental 

Index 

Cart, Rep Tree, LAD Tree, 

… 

Function based 
clustering with 

diversity 

Fusion 83.65 

Current paper 
Risk Forecasting 

in TSE-Iran 

44 Financial ratios 

and Fundamental 
Index 

DTNB, BF Tree, LAD 

Tree, … 

Function based 

clustering with 
diversity 

Fusion 88.23 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table A.1. The full list of features for real return and risk prediction 

Category Features 

Financial ratio 

Liquidity 

ratios 

Current ratio, Quick ratio, Current assets ratio, Net working capital, Liquidity 

ratios 

Activity ratio 
Average payment period, Current assets turn over, Fixed asset turnover, Total 

asset turnover 

Capitalization 

ratio 

Equity ratio, Debt coverage ratio, Debt to total assets ratio, Debt to equity 

ratio, Long-term debt to equity ratio, Current debt to equity ratio. 

Profitability 

ratio 

Percentage of net profit to sale, Percentage of operating profit to sale, 

Percentage of Gross profit to sale, Percentage of net profit to Gross profit, 

Return on asset (after tax) ROA, Return on equity (after tax) ROE, Working 

capital return percentage, Fixed assets return percentage, Assessment of  loan 

usefulness  

Stock pricing 

models 

Capital Asset 

Pricing 

Model 

r=return ration without riskβ= stock beta coefficient (systematic risk)   rm 

=expected return from market 

Gordon 

Model 

EPS, DPS, EPS prediction, EPS cover, Prediction difference percentage of 

EPS with the real amount, EPS growth ration in compare to the previous 

fiscal year. 

Campbell - 

Shiller Model 
P/E, P/S 

Walter model Stock cumulative profit 

Fama- French 

Model 
Company’s capital(investment), Stock book value, Stock market value 

Company’s 

loss and profit 

reports 

Total predicted income (last income prediction in the current fiscal year),Total income growth 

% (total real income / (total real income - total predicted income)), Predicted Profit margins 

(last profit ratio / company’s income in the current fiscal year), Profit margin growth rate (real 

profit margin / (real profit margin – predicted profit margin)) and Efficiency (Percent of daily 

trading volume / company’s daily value in the before period). 

 

 

 

 



 


